The
wellness-reality
gap
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Why are we
interested?

It’s been hard to miss the
wellness train as it steams
into every corner of our
consciousness.
Diets are out and intuitive
eating is in. We’re ‘moving’
not exercising and our food
promises more than ever;
anxiety beating smoothie
anyone?
Consumers too have come
to view health and wellness
in a much more nuanced and
sophisticated way. Living a
healthy lifestyle is no longer
just about looking good.
Or is it?
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We use a number of
different methodologies
to get under the skin
of categories and
dig deeper than
traditional research
Traditional Reserch
Focused on understanding behaviour and
getting attitudes and beliefs out of people's heads.
Semiotics
Semiotics is the analysis of cultural meaning that
is produced through signs such as colour, sound,
language, shapes, gestures. Semiotics looks to
understand why beliefs and ideas are inside
our heads, based on the culture around them.
Non Conscious Bio-Aesthetic Triggers
We are hardwired at an instinctive level to
respond to certain stimulus. These biological and
emotional responses are sensory cues that affect
our sub-conscious, generating emotion and action
before the conscious part of our brain can respond
- like our fight or flight responses.
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Semiotics
for brands
We worked with semiotician Emily Hayes
who has over 15 years experience in
analysing and translating emerging cultural
patterns into commercial opportunities.
She has worked on hundreds of projects
across beauty, food, luxury, retail and
non-profit, both globally and in the UK.

Emily Hayes
http://emilyhayes.london
emilycbh@icloud.com
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In order to better understand
the wellness category, we have
analysed the visual cues of ‘diet’
and ‘lighter’ foods and other
wellness centred food and drink
brands. This analysis showed us
that the direction of culture and
our changing attitudes to what
it means to be well was starting
to show in the visual design
codes brands were applying.
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The wellness train
isn’t stopping any
time soon
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The value of the global
wellness market is estimated at
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79%

of consumers
consider wellness
important with
42% viewing it
as a top priority
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consumers report that they ‘probably’
or ‘definitely’ plan to increase spending
on nutrition apps, diet programs, juice
cleanses, and subscription food
services over the next year.
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And our concept
of what it means
to be ‘well’ is
changing...
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We’ve moved from a restrictive
approach to attaining & maintaining
a fixed version of ‘health’ centred
around weight management...
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...to embracing a full
spectrum of wellness which
includes both mind & body.
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Diet continues to be a dirty word
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From residual codes of diet culture,
we have settled in a space where wellness
rules. But emergent trends show us this
is still evolving as our understanding of
what it really means to be ‘well’ deepens.

Diet Culture

Wellness

Full Spectrum

Prescriptive and restrictive

Holistic self-care combining both
physical and mental wellbeing

More nuanced and complex

Reassurance through control
Not ‘normal’ eating
Polarisation of good and bad
food and behaviours
Emphasis on physical appearance
and weight management only
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Food as nourishing vs. lacking
Purposeful nourishment:
food as brain and body fuel
Naturalness dialled up
Body positivity: self acceptance
and empowerment

Fully integrated bodybrain-environmental system e.g.
mental health > gut health
Flexibility and resilience vs.
rigidity and control
Intuitive eating: tuning into desires
Fluid acceptance and diversity
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Visually, our food & drink is seeing a shift
from overtly clinical & ‘stripped back’
packaging mimicking a ‘less is more’ approach
to physical appearance to a much more vibrant,
dynamic and expressive visual style.

• Pharma codes: white, light, simple
• Stripped out foods: what’s
not in (zeros)
• Synthetically perfect food
photography
• Rigid and controlled
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• Vibrancy to signal enjoyment and taste
• Natural cues reflecting a definition
of wellness that goes beyond
skinniness
• Nutrition and nourishment as
important as ‘lightness’ or calorie count

• Movement and texture to reflect
a more free and nuanced
approach to eating
• Bright colours matched with white
space and considered information
placement to signal balance
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Mainstream brands
have taken note.
Moving away from
diet cues towards
the wellness space.

• / Bold block colours, confident bold typography
/ Focus on real ingredients; crumbly, ready-to-eat
/ Lost the ‘miracle’ halo in logo

• / Solid, bold, graduated confident ’K’
/ Food front and centre: warmed up, crumbly, tasty
/ Less sterile and clinical

• / Light and dynamic new logo
/ Fruits not as hyper-real, more naturally authentic
/ Contemporary colours for navigation
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But are we just a nation of 'secret' dieters?
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Diet
culture
Although the mainstream rhetoric
seems to have embraced a more positive
and nuanced language around health
that isn’t just about being slimmer, fitter,
and ‘lighter’, behind closed doors,
diet culture still has a hold.
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Weight loss is still a key driver
for choosing healthy options.
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How important are each of
the following in contributing
to your overall health?
(Extremely important / very important)

Please check your ONE primary
reason for choosing healthy foods
or bevergaes;
(2018)

Healthfoods International

Healthfoods International
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In order to address this tension
and cater to consumers entrenched
in both modern wellness and
recessive diet culture, brands have
used emergent cues that modernise
and balanced these with dominant
codes to reassure.
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Diet cues that
modernise

Nature's
imperfections,
a move away
from sterile and
hyper-real food.

Bold, contemporary
colours upping
'permissible' indulgence.

More room for
food and ingredients,
upping taste
credentials.
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Diet cues
that reassure
& provide
short cuts
Dynamic typography but
modernised & confident
without shadows.
Functional mental short
cuts: zeros, calories,
percentages, less than
or lighter messaging
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And the dominant pack codes in ‘lighter’
foods especially connect to diet culture.
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Vibrant Pale Blue

‘Uplifting’ Typography

Pallid & Diluted Colours

Functional Reassurance

- Cues pharmacy reassurance & control
- Often combined with fades, drop
shadows & angelic light flashes
cuing moral ‘goodness’

- ‘Light’ flowing stroke weights
- Tilted upwards to connote
uplifting, girlie or ‘less’

- Recognisable visual shorthand
vs. full fat or ‘heavier’ versions
- Cue ‘less than’ in terms of tasts

- Zeros: what’s not in food
- Hearts as symbol of good for the body
- Quick visual references to calorie
counting or zero fat / sugar
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Our summary
of the changing
attitudes and
visual codes of
diet, lighter and
wellness food
and drink.

Dieting

Full spectrum wellness

Light cues: pale,
faded, diluted

Permissive indulgence
cues: rich, bold

Denial: restriction,
lack of taste
Hyperreal and overly
perfect ingredients

Nature’s imperfection,
authentic ingredients
and tastiness

Prescription:
portions, spoons and
rigid design formats

Agency: abundance,
joyful, energetic
design cues

Food as sterile:
disconnected and
floating ingredients
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Taste: enjoyment,
indulgence, warmth

Food as tempting:
in action, crumbly, juicy,
appetising wellness
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So, what are the
dominant codes
of ‘wellness’ in
our wellbeing
obsessed world?
Now we have used semiotics to discern
the cultural direction of travel and
the visual cues which signal this change,
we can identify the mainstream ways
brands are visualising this and how
they can be grouped to form ‘codes’
(groups of cues which denote a
particular look & feel).
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Bold Vibrancy
Upping taste, fullness and indulgence cues
through richer, bolder, brighter designs:
diet no longer means less or ‘lacking’…

Cultural & Emotional Connections
Healthier food now framed around confident
assured choices, reflected in bold visual cues.
Focus on the power, flavour and nutrition of
what’s in foods vs. what’s been stripped out.
Rich, playful colours to connote fullness and
flavour. Fits cultural connections around body
positivity and acceptance vs. ‘skinny’ as the
only ideal: strong, proud, self-assured.

Design Cues & Signifiers
Rich, deep vibrant colours: bold primary’s,
often shifting towards a 70’s vibe to
subconsciously connect to a healthier,
simpler time. Heavier stroke weights cue
confidence and shift away from ‘lighter’
girlie swirls. Bold block colours vs. gradients
or fades. Confident vs. tentative design
language or graphics. Simplification
of messaging / claims to signify
bold confidence.
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Lighter side of life
Lightness connecting to emotional freedom,
dynamism, energy, joyfulness and not taking
life – or food – too seriously.

Cultural & Emotional Connections
Eating well is all about feeling great in your
own skin: energised, happy, bouncy,
joyful and alive. Emotionally playful, sunny
and optimistic: tasty, healthier food choices
are no big deal. Focusing on the enjoyment
of flavour in energetic playful ways,
highlighting both emotional and physical
pleasure / goodness.

Design Cues & Signifiers
A light touch and playfulness of design cues:
hand written, quick-style fonts and detailing
to connote a sense of emotional levity and
dynamism. Visual ‘tings’, starbursts, bouncy
lettering or ingredients. Upward tilted
typography pointing usually to top right,
creating a sense of energy and uplifting
optimism. Ingredients in motion or bouncing
across packs to give a sense of abundance
and energetic nourishment vs. strict
control or denial.
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Transformation
& Redemption
Modernising traditional diet cues around
‘saintly’ foods that have the power to
transform both body and mind.

Cultural & Emotional Connections
Connecting ‘light’ to moral goodness,
purity and quasi-religious ideas of the right
foods having the power to transform both
body and mind. Modernised by adding in
functional-emotion connected elements of
mental, mood or spiritual transformations
so the focus is not just on physical weight/
thinness transformations. Food gets a modern
tech edge which communicates advanced
formulation, completeness & nutrition.

Design Cues & Signifiers
A sense of limitlessness conveyed through
gradation and tonal hues. Vibrant and modern
(leaning towards synthetic) colour hues
cue rich and fluid transformation. Technical/
science cues, e.g. metallic finishes, combine
with minimalism to cue a sense of freedom via
control. Visual light play, angelic impressionistic
or literal halos of light to connect to spirituality.
Confidence of white space to cue lack,
lightness and purity (morality) in modern ways.
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Balanced Solutions
The complete balanced package: healthier
indulgence that has everything you need:
tastes, satisfaction, enjoyment but nothing
you don’t: zero sugar, zero fat, zero guilt.

Cultural & Emotional Connections
Physical and emotional balance as a huge
part of wellness: balanced body, balanced
calm mind, balanced and complete
foodstuffs. Everything you need in one
simple pot means no thought or effort.
Not obsessive or neurotic: just direct, simple,
straight forward, no-fuss and complete.
Potential to be less overtly girlie. Light as
clarity and directness nothing coy or hidden:
straight forward.

Design Cues & Signifiers
Circles, symmetry, mirroring. Continuous
horizontal or vertical lines, solid block colour.
Sans serif fonts, parallel bisected packs,
typography never on a slant or angle.
Simple, clear white spaces to let pack
elements breathe. Graphic simplicity
and clarity but without being too clinical.
Enough white space to still communicate
lightness vs. the density of the protein
packed segment.
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So now what? Here’s our
top implications for brands...
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Successful brands should
borrow cues from emergent
codes in order to signal that
the game is moving on but
retain reassurance where
it matters.
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Be aware of what
consumers say they
do and what they
actually do
The wellness world is morphing and changing rapidly
but consumers are instinctive. While super emergent
brands are playing in vastly future forward visual
semiotics, we’re kidding ourselves if we think the
average shopper is actually buying here.

Mainstream brands must recognise
this and proceed accordingly, reaching
into emergent codes to update and
maintain relevance whilst balancing
with dominant codes that reassure.
Consumers may say they are thinking
one way but behave and buy differently.
This is just one of the reasons we find
semiotics so valuable as an analytical tool!

Yes, they may be going on the odd yoga retreat or
be vocal advocates of the ‘self-love’ and ‘balance is
king’ rhetoric on social media. But once they are in
the supermarket environment their system 1 thinking
kicks in and they’re back to shopping on autopilot.
Seeking out codes that are familiar and intuitive.
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Innovate within
your mainstream
It’s important to dream big and think outside of the
box when it comes to innovation. Otherwise how else
would categories move forward? But if you’re a mainstream
brand then it’s also important to do a ‘reality check’ on your
innovation pipeline. What might seem like a brilliant idea,
tapping into the trendiest of trends might actually be
a huge stretch for your brand. And your consumer.

Look to niche brands to inspire and
see where culture is headed but then
think about how you bring this back
to the mainstream. How you make
this relevant to YOUR consumer.

At Brandon, we are firm believers in ‘just because you
can, doesn’t mean you should’. Successful innovation
is about building on what you know your consumers love,
solving a consumer problem or need and being true to your
brand positioning. If it isn’t doing any of these, then it’s
probably not a good idea for your brand.

Brandon Innovation Workshop
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In conclusion: A tale of
two consciences
While it is easy to see that the concept of ‘wellness’
has had an impact on consumers priorities, it’s difficult
to shake the many years of diet culture, calorie counting
and beauty ideals of ‘skinniness’. Consumers want to
feel good about what they’re eating but they also want
to be reassured it is helping them with their goals,
particularly when it comes to products specifically
marketed as ‘lighter’.
Health brands within food and drink can have a positive
impact on bidding good riddance to diet culture for
good, introducing more and more wellness cues that
signal enjoyment, vitality and balance. But we must be
conscious that in a world where obesity prevails, the
numbers still matter. Consumers rely on calories call
outs and the traffic light system in prepared and
convenience products to understand what they
are putting in their body.
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Give us
a bell

we just
ust may well have stayed relevant in
yourr world.

If your business is affected by the
We’d
d love to work with you to deliver
wellness-reality
gap,your
we'd
loveand
to help
transformation
brand
sformation for you,
you
yourrnavigate
business. your way through it.
If you’d
u’d like an extra pair of eyes or ears,
or someone
omeone just to have your back in YOUR
Y
brand’s
nd’s fight for relevance, then let’s talk.

Bestt regards
Richard
hard

+44 (0)7557 386801
richard.taylor@brandon-consultants.com
ard.taylor@brandon-consultants.com
www.brandon-consultants.com
w.brandon-consultants.com
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